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Abstract

This paper presents domain�independent methods of spoken
document retrieval� Both a continuous�speech large vocab�
ulary recognition system� and a phone�lattice word spotter�
are used to locate index units within an experimental cor�
pus of voice messages� Possible index terms are nearly un�
constrained� terms not in a ������ word recognition system
vocabulary can be identi�ed by the word spotter at search
time� Though either system alone can yield respectable re�
trieval performance� the two methods are complementary
and work best in combination� Di�erent ways of combin�
ing them are investigated� and it is shown that the best of
these can increase retrieval average precision for a speaker�
independent retrieval system to �	
 of that achieved for
full�text transcriptions of the test documents�

� Introduction

Large archives of digitally stored audio and video data are
becoming increasingly common� and pose di�cult new prob�
lems in information retrieval� A fundamental question is
how to index the contents of multimedia documents� This
paper describes work on a retrieval system for spoken doc�
uments where correct prior indexing for all potential search
terms cannot be guaranteed� The Video Mail Retrieval
�VMR project is investigating methods to retrieve spoken
documents� using a combination of established document
retrieval technology and state�of�the�art speech recognition�

In earlier VMR work� spoken document retrieval was
based on word spotting �WS techniques that used a �xed
�	�word indexing vocabulary chosen a priori for a speci�c
domain �Sp�arck Jones et al�� ������ Because this is too lim�
ited for realistic tasks� the work presented here investigates
large� and open�vocabulary indexing� The two index sources
available for this are� a large�vocabulary speech recognition
system �LVR� and a word identi�cation system based on a
phone�lattice scanner �PLS� Each index source has partic�
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ular advantages� but also drawbacks� a main contribution
of this paper is to contrast these advantages and disadvan�
tages� and to show how the di�erent indexing strategies may
be combined for optimal retrieval performance�

Section � summarises the approaches to audio document
retrieval presented in this paper� and compares them with
previous work� Section � describes the principal retrieval
problem to be solved� as well as the corpus of video mail
messages used for experimental work� Section � describes
the three speech�recognition techniques used to generate in�
dex terms in more detail� while Section 	 covers the indexing
and retrieval methods investigated� including ways of com�
bining the di�erent information sources� Section � presents
retrieval experiments using the di�erent indexing sources�
Finally� in Section �� we assess the results and outline our
future research�

� Overview

It is by no means clear how best to locate index terms in
acoustic data and how to derive the inverted �les needed for
searching� Our work so far assumes that words� as in text�
are appropriate indexing terms �but it should be noted that
the shorter the word� typically the poorer the spoken word
recognition� This paper refers to three approaches to �nd�
ing words in audio documents� as follows� If frequently used
or important terms are known in advance of search time�
then word spotting �WS for these keywords may be used to
good e�ect� however �especially with ad hoc queries there
will often be search terms not in the keyword list� Large vo�
cabulary recognition �LVR exploiting a reference word list
supported by a language model �giving word sequence like�
lihoods may be used to �nd any index terms within its
vocabulary �which although large is not open� Unfortu�
nately� this is di�cult and computationally costly� For ex�
ample� language models require training corpora of literally
millions of words� Such corpora can be obtained for for�
mal domains such as news material relatively easily� since
suitable text is available� but obtaining them for informal
conversational speech is far more costly and problematic�
since explicit �and di�cult transcription to text is needed�
Also� even with appropriate models LVR systems require
signi�cant computational resources for recognition� An al�
ternative approach is phone lattice scanning �PLS which
can be used to �nd arbitrary terms� consisting of any se�
quence of phones� albeit with less accuracy� Thus PLS is
particularly useful for locating search terms such as proper
nouns which are unlikely to appear in the vocabulary of an
LVR system�



��� Previous Work

Previously reported VMR project work has used WS tech�
niques to perform retrieval for a small� carefully cho�
sen� �xed keyword vocabulary� both for known speak�
ers �Sp�arck Jones et al�� ����� and for unknown ones
�Foote et al�� ���	�� These experiments showed good re�
trieval performance when compared with text transcriptions
of the test documents �about ��
 of the text average preci�
sion� given that only the prede�ned keywords were used in
both queries and messages�

Other researchers using WS techniques have developed
systems to classify documents into a small number of
categories� de�ned a priori � Examples of this approach
are described in �Rose� ������ �McDonough et al�� ������
�Nowell � Moore� ���	�� and �Wright et al�� ���	�� The
word spotter vocabulary is selected in a post�hoc fashion
speci�cally to optimise classi�cation� where the parameters
of the classi�er are computed from training data� These
systems are clearly limited in their application since they
require not only that retrieval classi�cation categories are
speci�ed in advance� but also that suitable data is available
to train the system parameters�

��� Indexing problems for spoken documents

Speech retrieval using conventional WS is clearly limited
both by the small number of practical search terms� and by
the need to specify those terms in advance� But more �exi�
ble� open searching without a predetermined query vocabu�
lary presents problems because of the di�culty of the word
identi�cation task� Word recognition models must �rst be
trained on large amounts of example speech data� this can
be computationally expensive given the typically large num�
ber of model parameters and the iterative training methods
required� Even with trained models� the search necessary for
�nding the most likely model sequence �and thus the recog�
nition results� given unknown speech data is costly� and is
impractical to do signi�cantly faster than real time�

These restrictions place severe constraints on spoken doc�
ument retrieval� Even if models exist for the terms in a
given query� performing query�time recognition on a large
archive is simply not practical� the computationally expen�
sive recognition must be done in advance of the query� It
is now becoming possible to use large�vocabulary speech
recognition to provide quasi�transcriptions of spoken doc�
uments� even though recognition is still costly and prone
to errors� These transcriptions can be treated as full text
transcriptions and processed accordingly� For the work re�
ported here we used an existing large vocabulary� speaker�
independent continuous speech recogniser to generate quasi�
transcriptions of the speech documents� The inverted �les
needed for actual searching were derived from these� The
recogniser has a vocabulary of ������ words and was origi�
nally designed for the ARPA Wall Street Journal dictation
task �Young et al�� ������ It attempts to produce a complete
transcription of the speech �les� so the output of the recog�
niser maps all acoustic events to one of the ��K vocabulary
words �or silence� But as a result� any spoken document
words not in the vocabulary will be misrecognised� and so
will not be available to match query terms correctly�

Though increasing the vocabulary size will reduce the
number of out�of�vocabulary �OOV query terms� there will
inevitably be terms �such as proper names not to be found
in any vocabulary of practical size for speech recognition�

�termed �topics� in the literature

One solution to this problem is to decompose terms into
standard subword units� namely phones� for example the
word �phone� is composed of an initial fricative �f�� a vowel
�oh�� and a �nal nasal �n�� The phone sequence for any
index term may be determined from a dictionary or by a
rule�based algorithm� With a simple phone recogniser that
attempts to transcribe all phones without taking into ac�
count the actual words� the result may be rapidly searched�
at query time� for the particular phone sequence comprising
a search term� �A technique of this type has been inves�
tigated at ETH Z�urich �Wechsler � Sch�auble� ���	�� The
main drawback to this method that it is extremely di��
cult to produce a perfect phone transcription� the best au�
tomatic system to date is little better than ��
 accurate
�Robinson et al�� ������ which severely limits the ability to
accurately �nd arbitrary phone sequences since even one
phone recognition error will result in a search miss� An�
other method developed by �James� ���	� uses a more so�
phisticated recogniser to generate a phone lattice that con�
tains multiple phone hypotheses� Thus when the lattice is
searched for query terms several di�erent phones will be
considered at each point� Often many putative term occur�
rences will be found� but unfortunately a large number of
these will be false alarms� The work presented here uses
this lattice�based technique but seeks to improve retrieval
performance�

� The VMR Task

The VMR project data and tests so far have been described
in �Sp�arck Jones et al�� ����� Foote et al�� ���	�� we sum�
marise only the parts relevant to the new work reported
here� The primary goal of the VMR project is to design a
video mail retrieval application for the Medusa multimedia
environment developed at Olivetti Research Ltd� in Cam�
bridge� UK �Wray et al�� ������ Desktop microphones and
cameras enable Medusa users to record� send� and archive
video mail� However because most of the desired informa�
tion is to be found in the audio record rather than the video�
the VMR project is concentrating on extracting information
from audio alone�

��� The VMR message corpus

Because there was no available video mail corpus and exist�
ing speech corpora were not suited to retrieval experiments�
we had to create an archive of messages with known audio
and information characteristics in order to evaluate both
word recognition and message retrieval performance� This
VMR� corpus is described in detail in �Jones et al�� ������
Ten broad subject categories were chosen to re�ect the an�
ticipated messages of Medusa users� including� for exam�
ple� �management� and �equipment�� The initial domain�
dependent indexing used small vocabulary WS and a �xed
set of �	 keywords was therefore provided for the ten cat�
egories� thus the keywords �sta��� �time�� and �meet�
ing� refer to the �management� category �though keyword�
category assignment is not exclusive� The keyword set
includes �� di�cult monosyllabic words �e�g �date� and
�mail�� as well as overlapping words �e�g� �word� and �key�
word� and word variants �e�g� �locate� and �location��

Fifteen speakers ��� men and � women each provided
about �	 minutes of speech data for a total of 	 hours of
read training data and 	 hours of spontaneous speech mes�
sages� The acoustic training data consisted of isolated key�
words� read sentences containing keywords in context� and



phonetically�rich sentences not containing keywords� For
the message data� each speaker provided �� spontaneous
speech messages in response to 	 prompts chosen from � cat�
egories� The resulting ��� messages� along with their text
transcriptions� served as a test corpus for the retrieval ex�
periments presented later� The messages� though prompted�
are fully spontaneous and contain a large number of dis�u�
encies such as �um� and �ah�� partially uttered words and
false starts� laughter� sentence fragments� and informalities
and slang ���fraid� and �whizzo�� The messages were fully
transcribed by hand� including non�speech events such as
lip smacks� hesitations� and dis�uencies� Basic punctuation
was also added for ease of reading� These full transcriptions
were used to evaluate both speech recognition and retrieval
performance�

Data was recorded at a �� kHz sampling rate� from a
Sennheiser HMD ��� head�mounted microphone and the
Medusa system desk�mounted microphone� For speech
model training and recognition� the acoustic data was pa�
rameterized into a spectral representation at a ��� Hz frame
rate� Experiments described here use only the data recorded
using the Sennheiser head microphone� Experiments re�
ported elsewhere indicate that� while somewhat degraded
with respect to the head�mounted microphone� reasonable
retrieval performance is achieved with the desk microphone
�Jones et al�� ���	b��

The VMR� message set is very small by text re�
trieval standards� but as an experimental corpus for
spoken document retrieval it compares respectably with
�Wechsler � Sch�auble� ���	� McDonough et al�� ������ and
is also comparable with speech processing test data as used
for ARPA experiments �Young et al�� ������

��� Retrieval Collection VMR�b

For the retrieval experiments reported in this paper we used
VMR Collection �b� This consists of the ����message corpus
with a set of 	� requests and relevance assessments� VMR�b
was obtained by asking users to generate natural requests
as stimulated by a prompt for each message category� The
users were asked to include at least one of the �	 keywords�
A suitable relevance assessment subset was formed by com�
bining the �� messages in the category to which the original
message prompt belonged� with the 	 messages from out�
side the category having the highest text retrieval scores�
This gave ���� highly relevant documents on average per re�
quest� �The formation of this collection is fully described in
�Jones et al�� ���	a�� having to construct rather than select
a test collection is regrettable but was unavoidable� and the
test collection does share important properties with real test
sets� eg variable topic overlap between documents�

The requests average ���� words� After removing the
standard van Rijsbergen stop words �van Rijsbergen� ������
an average of ��� content words remain� On average ��� of
the words �subsuming nearly all the keywords are found
in the ��K vocabulary� while keyword�only queries contain
only ��� terms on average� We have already shown that
performance improves when keywords are supplemented by
large vocabulary terms �Jones et al�� ������ Adding terms
outside either the LVR ��K or keyword vocabulary� denoted
out�of�vocabulary or OOV terms� should further improve
retrieval performance� Even though for this collection there
is only about � such term per query� OOV terms are likely
to be domain speci�c and hence potentially useful�

� Speech Recognition Techniques

All the speech recognition work described here exploits Hid�
den Markov Models �HMMs� which are a widely�used and
successful method of speech recognition �Rabiner� ������ A
hidden Markov model is a statistical representation of a
speech event such as a word or phone� HMM parameters
are typically trained on a large corpus of labelled speech
data� Given a trained set of HMMs� there exists an e��
cient algorithm for �nding the most likely model sequence
�the recognised words� given unknown speech data� HMMs
were used in WS� LVR and PLS systems� exploiting training
data supplying acoustic models for individual phones� and
also �for LVR languagemodels for words� The speech recog�
nition systems for the work reported here used the HTK tool
set developed at Cambridge University �Young et al�� ������
This is a powerful and �exible set of software tools for de�
veloping HMM applications such as those used here� All the
recognition techniques described below deliver an acoustic
score� the log�likelihood that the observed sound or sound
sequence is actually an instance of the matching phone or
word model�

��� Word Spotting for Keywords �WS�

Although this paper concentrates on LVR and PLS sys�
tems� a short description of our WS system for �xed key�
words is given here for reference� In the WS system� each
keyword is modelled by concatenating the appropriate se�
quence of subword models �obtained from a phonetic dic�
tionary� Phones vary depending on acoustic context and�
as will be demonstrated� using context�dependent phone
models can improve recognition performance� Hence bi�
phones were used at the beginning and end of keywords�
while triphones model their internal structure� For exam�
ple� the keyword ��nd� is represented by the model se�
quence f�ay f�ay�n ay�n�d n�d� Keyword models were
constructed from a set of ��mixture word�internal tied�
state triphone HMMs trained on the WSJCAM� British
English speech corpus �Robinson et al�� ���	� using a tree�
based state clustering technique �Young et al�� ������ Non�
keyword speech is modelled by an unconstrained parallel
network of monophones �denoted ��ller models�� Thus all
speech is recognised as either a keyword or a phone from the
�ller network�

Keyword spotting is done with a two�pass recognition
procedure� First� Viterbi decoding is performed on a net�
work of just the �ller models� yielding a time�aligned se�
quence of the maximum�likelihood �ller monophones and
their associated log�likelihood scores� Secondly� another
Viterbi decoding pass is done using a network of the key�
words� silence� and �ller models in parallel� In a manner
similar to �Rose� ������ keywords are rescored by normal�
ising each hypothesis score by the the average �ller model
score over the keyword interval� This helps ensure that true
keyword hits have scores greater than false alarms� Because
low�scoring words are more likely to be false alarms� the op�
erating point of the recognition system may be adjusted by
ignoring words with a score below a given threshold�

The accuracy of a word spotter thus depends on its
threshold and cannot be expressed as a single number if
false alarms are taken into account� An accepted �gure�
of�merit �FOM for word spotting is de�ned as the aver�
age percentage of correctly detected words as the threshold
is varied from one to ten false alarms per word per hour�
�This is quite similar to retrieval average precision� where



precision is averaged as output is varied� The speaker�
independent �SI keyword spotter resulted in a ����
 �g�
ure of merit �FOM on the VMR� data� The VMR corpus
is realistic in that it contains speakers with varied back�
grounds and accents� but the �gure just given is derived
from models trained exclusively on British English speak�
ers� With speaker�adapted �Foote et al�� ���	� or speaker�
dependent �SD models �Jones et al�� ���	b� much better
performance can be obtained �eg SD FOM ����
� though
at the cost of having to adapt or train speaker�speci�c mod�
els� and suitable labelled adaptation data must be available�

��� Large Vocabulary Recognition �LVR�

Large vocabulary continuous recognition is only now be�
coming practical �Young et al�� ������ For LVR exper�
iments� a set of ��mixture cross�word triphones was
trained on the WSJCAM� British English speech corpus
�Robinson et al�� ���	�� Ideally a suitable language model
would be built using a large transcription archive of material
typical of the application domain� Unfortunately since there
was no available archive of this type� the standard WSJ ��K
bigram language model from MIT Lincoln Labs was used�
The WSJ triphone set and bigram language model when
taken together yielded a 	�
 word recognition accuracy
rate� This is low compared to read speech� where accuracy
rates can exceed ��
 in a limited domain� but is respectable
given the di�culty of the spontaneous VMR task� Many fac�
tors impact recognition performance adversely� the VMR�
corpus has a signi�cant out�of�vocabulary rate of ���	
�
including � of the �	 frequently�occurring �xed keywords�
The WSJ North American business news language model is
highly inappropriate for informal UK English monologues�
Also problematic is the exclusively read training data� the
spontaneous nature of our test speech� the lack of dis�u�
ency modelling for it� and its non�uniform accents �British�
American� and Middle European �Jeanrenaud et al�� ���	��
Work is underway on developing a more appropriate lan�
guage model� on adapting acoustic models to di�erent ac�
cents� and on accounting for spontaneous speech phenom�
ena� However� even the imperfect recognition of the existing
system results in respectable retrieval performance�

��� Phone Lattice�based Word Spotting �PLS�

WS PLS
SD SI SD mo SI mo SI bi

FOM ����
 ����
 ����
 ����
 ����


Table �� FOM summary for WS systems�

The PLS word spotting technique involves searching a
phone lattice for the sequence of phones corresponding to
a particular search term �James � Young� ������ A phone
lattice is a directed acyclic graph whose nodes consist of
start�end times� and whose arcs are putative phone occur�
rences� which are labelled with the phone�s acoustic score�
Phone lattices may be computed in advance� and rapidly
scanned for an arbitrary phone sequence at search time�
For the experiments reported here� separate phone lattices
were generated using three model sets� ��mixture SD mono�
phones� ��mixture SI monophones� and ��mixture SI bi�
phones� Bigram phone transition probabilities were enforced
in a null�grammar network� Phone transition probabilities
were trained using the transcriptions of the �z� data taken

from VMR�� A phone lattice is generated from the n�best
paths through a HMM network� given the network� mod�
els� and �unknown acoustic data� The value of n controls
the number of simultaneous hypotheses that may end at a
given time� thus n controls the average lattice depth� and
the number of possible paths through it�

At search time� the phone lattice is scanned for the phone
sequence corresponding to the query search term� The pho�
netic composition of a search term is derived from a dic�
tionary �British English pronunciations are taken from the
Oxford Learner�s Dictionary� Once a phone sequence is
found �corresponding to a putative occurrence of the search
term� an acoustic score for the term is estimated from the
time�normalised scores of the component phones� In gen�
eral� phone�lattice spotting accuracy is much poorer than
the �xed�keyword spotting described earlier� For each model
set the FOM for PLS was computed for the same �	 key�
words as used for the standard WS system� FOM values
for the three PLS systems are shown in Table �� also shown
for comparison are results for SD and SI �xed keyword WS
systems� Whilst the PLS �gures are lower than those for
the WS system� it is important to remember that the phone
lattices are completely general and that any set of words can
be searched for without further speech recognition e�ort�

�Note that the PLS system works with exact word forms�
not stems� so is not strictly comparable with our current im�
plementation of WS and LVR� the e�ect in the tests reported
here is likely to be negligible�

��� Thresholding

Acoustic word spotting using either WS or PLS is prone
both to missed words and to false alarms when seeking
search terms� while LVR will wrongly transcribe a signi��
cant number of document words� All these errors will ad�
versely a�ect retrieval performance� The degradation due
to imperfect recognition can be measured by comparing re�
trieval performance on recognised speech with that for text
transcriptions of the spoken documents� A particular prob�
lem with word spotting is that unrelated acoustic events
will often resemble valid words� For example� the last part
of �hello Kate� is acoustically quite similar to the keyword
�locate�� Moreover because even the most accurate acoustic
models cannot discriminate between homophones� the out�
put of an ideal word spotter that reports all word phone
sequences � so�called phonetic text � provides a more legiti�
mate standard of comparison than normal transcribed text�
Previous checks have shown spoken document retrieval per�
formance is relatively better when calibrated in this way�
but the di�erence between using regular and phonetic tran�
scriptions is not large and we have therefore used only the
former here�

As mentioned earlier� when using WS output in an ap�
plication a threshold is normally set on the acoustic score�
Words with scores above the threshold are considered true
hits� while those with scores below are considered false
alarms and ignored� Choosing the appropriate threshold is
a tradeo� between the number of Type I �missed words and
Type II �false alarm errors� with the usual problem that re�
ducing one increases the other� Retrieval performance varies
with the choice of score threshold� At low threshold values�
performance is somewhat impaired by a high proportion of
false alarms �Type II errors� conversely� higher thresholds
remove a signi�cant number of true hits �Type I errors� also
degrading performance� In our work thresholding was ap�
plied to both WS and PLS output hypotheses� but it is not



required for LVR because there are few false alarms�

� Information Retrieval Techniques

Because there is always some uncertainty about whether
a putative word is actually present in a spoken document�
the sense and category ambiguities familiar in text retrieval
are compounded� making speech retrieval more problematic
than text retrieval� Some ambiguities may be resolved in the
speech case by di�erent pronunciations� but more ambigui�
ties arise from homophones and misrecognised word bound�
aries� However as with text retrieval� redundancy can be ex�
ploited to reduce these uncertainties and ambiguities� Large
vocabulary recognition is thus important for spoken docu�
ment retrieval� compared with keyword spotting� as it signif�
icantly increases the number of potential matching keys� It
can nevertheless still miss term occurrences� But phone lat�
tice spotting can make more terms �such as proper names
available for matching� It is not immediately obvious� how�
ever� how to best combine the LVR and PLS index sources�

��� Indexing Methodology

For our experiments� standard indexing and matching tech�
niques were applied both to the text transcription �les and
to the quasi�transcriptions generated by the speech recogni�
tion engines� Performance for the text transcriptions could
then be used as a reference standard for the various speech
retrieval strategies� The LVR output �les were �rst pro�
cessed to remove stop words� Several stop word lists were
investigated but best results were obtained using the stan�
dard van Rijsbergen list �van Rijsbergen� ������ �The �xed
keyword WS and PLS only return putative hits from the
�xed vocabulary or the current query respectively and so
contain no stop words� Next all query terms and hypothe�
sised document contents from all sources were su�x stripped
using the Porter algorithm �Porter� ������

Retrieval tests compared unweighted uw matching per�
formance with two forms of weighting� These were
the standard collection frequency weight cfw �also called
inverse document frequency weight� and the combined
weight cw that incorporates within�document term fre�
quencies and is normalised for document length �de�
�ned in �Robertson � Sp�arck Jones� ����� and derived in
�Robertson � Walker� ������ the cw scheme re�ects the City
University work for TREC �Robertson et al�� ���	�� The
cw weight for each term in each document is calculated as
follows�

cw�i� j �
cfw�i � tf�i� j� �K � �

K � ndl�j � tf�i� j

where cw �i� j represents the cw weight of term i in docu�
ment j� tf�i� j is the document term frequency and ndl�j
the normalised document length� ndl�j is calculated as

ndl�j �
dl�j

Average dl for all documents
�

where dl�j is the total length of j� The combined weight
constant K has to be tuned empirically� after informal test�
ing a value K � � was selected�

����� Document Length dl�j

The document length is ordinarily measured as the num�
ber of term occurrences in the document� This measure of

dl�j is suitable for text and LVR where full transcriptions
are available� However� for the PLS system the document is
represented only by the search terms found for the current
query� which may not be a good representation of the docu�
ment length� But since ndl�j is the ratio between di�erent
document lengths� the absolute length is not important and
alternative measures of dl�j can be considered� In our PLS
tests we examined two alternative measures of dl�j�

� the number of phones found in the most likely phone
path� which is easily computed using the Viterbi algo�
rithm during the speech recognition phase� We reason
that on average the number of phones in a document
is representative of the number of words�

� the total length of the document in seconds�

��� Index Combination Methods

Combining multiple information sources has been shown
to improve text�based retrieval systems� for example in
�Belkin et al�� ���	��s comparative TREC�� study� Belkin et
al� considered two approaches to information combination�
referred to as query combination and data fusion� In query
combination� multiple queries for the same information need
are merged into a single query� from which a single ranked
output list is generated� In data fusion� multiple ranked lists
�from di�erent data representations are combined to form
a single overall ranked list� The methods described below
use elements of both these techniques�

Data Fusion In our data fusion work� matching scores
for documents that have been computed independently by
di�erent indexing systems are added to form a �nal com�
posite score� Since it is not clear whether scores for types of
source are commensurable� we tried both normalising with
respect to the highest scoring document in each list� and
leaving scores as they were� With or without normalisation�
the result is a new ranked list using the composite scores�

Data Merging In our data merging strategies� evidence
from di�erent indexing sources is combined in a way analo�
gous to Belkin et al�s query combination� Speci�cally� word
hypotheses from the indexing systems are merged for a single
document before computing the document�s matching score�
Hypotheses from the LVR output may be either augmented
with all putative hits from a word spotter �PLS or WS�
or only with those outside the WSJ ��K vocabulary� In the
�rst approach� search keys are counted twice if hypothesised
by both systems� This is not necessarily a drawback as it
may help counteract acoustic stemming problems which may
result in LVR misses when the term as instantiated is not
in the LVR vocabulary� Because they are frequency based�
cfw weights may be a�ected by spurious keys in other doc�
uments due to PLS false alarms� Combined weights �cw �
which take into account within�document term frequencies�
may also be adversely in�uenced by multiple term counts in
addition to these false alarms�

	 Retrieval Experiments

In this section we present our experiments in a series of com�
parisons as follows� First� for reference� text retrieval for all
the query terms� versus only those terms in the ��K vo�
cabulary� Second� with the spoken documents� comparisons
between LVR alone and PLS alone� Third� between these



Weight Full Vocab� ��K Vocab�
Scheme uw cfw cw uw cfw cw

Prec�
	 docs ����� ����	 ����� ����� ����� �����

�� docs ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
�	 docs ����� ����� ����� ���	� ���	� �����
�� docs ���	� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���	�

Av Prec� ����� ���	� ����� ����� ����� ����	
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Table �� Retrieval precision values for WSJ ��K LVR�

individual methods and the di�erent combination meth�
ods taking the two together� Detailed retrieval results for
�xed�vocabulary WS are contained in �Jones et al�� ���	b�
Foote et al�� ���	� Sp�arck Jones et al�� ������ and for the
combination of WS and LVR in �Jones et al�� ������

We recognise that with a small test collection speci�c
�gures are neither reliable nor signi�cant� we concentrate
therefore on the general picture that emerges from the re�
sults�

	�� Text Retrieval

For reference� Table � shows text retrieval performance
using both full open�vocabulary� and using only terms
present in the WSJ ��K vocabulary� Results throughout
this section show precision at ranked list cuto�s of 	� ���
�	 and �� documents� and standard TREC average preci�
sion� The �gures in Table � con�rm that more sophisticated
weighting schemes generally improve retrieval performance�
but also show that restricting the vocabulary to ��K impairs
performance�

	�� Spoken Document Retrieval

	���� Large Vocabulary or Phone Lattice Re�
trieval
 LVR vs PLS

As discussed earlier� retrieval performance for spoken
documents is a�ected by varying the acoustic score thresh�
old� This is illustrated in Figure � using search term hy�
potheses located in the SD monophone lattices� On the left
of the �gure� corresponding to low threshold values� retrieval
performance is impaired by a high proportion of false alarms�
conversely� high thresholds �towards the right remove a sig�
ni�cant number of true hits� also degrading performance�
The optimal threshold� in the central region� represents the
best tradeo� between the numbers of true hits and false
alarms�

Table � shows retrieval performance using the ��K LVR
system� Retrieval results for the three sets of PLS phone
lattices are shown in Tables �� 	 and �� These cover all� not
just most� of the query terms as well as using a di�erent
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Weight Scheme uw cfw cw

Terms Time Phones
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Table �� Retrieval precision values for SI biphones�

word identi�cation technique� Lattice results are shown at
the a posteriori best thresholds� this is clearly unrealistic�
and in practice it would be necessary to choose an oper�
ating threshold on the basis of experience� However good
performance could still be expected� Retrieval performance
for PLS varies for the di�erent model sets� performance �not
surprisingly is best with the SD monophone lattices� while
for the SI models the more sophisticated biphones perform
better than the monophones� The tables also show� for the
cw scheme� that the estimation of document length is impor�
tant in achieving e�ective retrieval� Using only the terms in
the query to represent the document is clearly not suitable
since performance is marginally worse than for cfw weight�
ing alone� Using either the phone count or the duration time
both give substantial improvement� However� the phone
count is marginally better� This is intuitively reasonable
since the phone count is independent of speaking rate and
hence is a better estimate of the number of words actually
spoken� All further cw weighted results were generated us�
ing phone count normalisation�

In comparing performance for LVR and PLS� the SD PLS
performs better than �SI LVR� but this is not a useful result
for many practical purposes� The SI biphone performance
on the other hand� is about the same as for LVR� perhaps
because our data set is not large enough to discriminate be�
tween them� However� since performance for either is still
below that for the text reference� the test results for com�
bination of index sources described below have also to be
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Figure �� Retrieval performance for SD phone lattice vs�
acoustic score threshold�

considered�
Additional experiments with an alternative �though arti�

�cial query set with an average length of �� terms indicate
that LVR will give performance superior to PLS for longer
queries� This is because individual search misses in the LVR
may be less important than the proportionally high number
of false alarms associated with PLS�

	���� Combination Methods
 LVR � PLS

The combination experiments described here all used the SI
biphone models� since these would normally be taken to�
gether with the SI LVR models in the fully SI systems most
likely to be required in practice�

Data Fusion For the data fusion combination� document
scores for the separate LVR and PLS sources were added and
the document list was ordered by the resulting new scores�
We tried two speci�c methods of data fusion for this� either
simple addition �simp� fuse of existing scores� or addition of
scores normalised by the maximum score in the current list
�norm� fuse� In the combination� lattice�derived hypothe�
ses for all query terms were used regardless of whether they
were also found using LVR� Ranked lists were taken at the
best lattice thresholds� as in the PLS�alone test� Results for
this experiment are contained in Table � and suggest that
data fusion for LVR and PLS can improve retrieval perfor�
mance by a small amount compared with either alone� but
the choice of speci�c fusion method is immaterial�

Data Merging Table � illustrates performance for the al�
ternative data merging strategy� combining document hy�
potheses from the LVR and PLS before computing a match�
ing score� In this case we show both the use of lattices for
all the query terms� as in the data fusion experiments� and
the use of lattice hypotheses only for those query terms not
in the ��K vocabulary� Not surprisingly� both approaches
are helpful compared with either LVR or PLS alone� with
the all�terms version somewhat preferable�

	���� Results Summary

Table � shows a summary of results from all the exper�
iments just described� This gives average precision for all

systems relative to the ideal open text standard� The con�
clusions to be drawn from such single�number performance
indicators� especially when taken in the context of a small
test collection� have to be treated with caution� In par�
ticular average precision� based on more information� may
sharpen di�erences that are less apparent for the cuto� data
which is likely to be more practically pertinent� However we
can observe in the Table that the PLS approach performs
slightly better in isolation than the ��K LVR system� that
all LVR�PLS combination schemes give improved perfor�
mance� and that data merging appears to perform better
than data fusion as a speci�c combination technique� Per�
haps the most important point is that the best combined
performance for the SI biphone lattice is clearly better than
performance for either method separately� Moreover com�
pared with the text standards� the best levels of spoken doc�
ument retrieval performance are quite respectable� reaching
��
  �	
�

Finally we may also note� referring back to earlier
VMR work using WS with a �xed keyword vocabulary�
that keyword retrieval performance even for the SI case
��Jones et al�� ����� is broadly comparable with our best
results here� This is presumably because� though there are
only ��� keywords on average per query� they are well chosen
for the message set�

� Conclusions and Further Work

The experiments reported here constitute only a �rst attack
on open vocabulary retrieval for spoken documents� In par�
ticular� because our test collection is so small� we can only
take the comments on individual test results made in the
previous section as impressionistic and indicative� Never�
theless� we have shown that it is possible to obtain speech
retrieval performance� using open search terms� approaching
that obtainable for text� Further� it appears that the com�
bination of two recognition techniques can perform better
than either alone� and indeed achieve an average retrieval
precision for a SI system degraded by only �	
 from the
best achievable text retrieval� Moreover this di�erence can
be reduced by further improvements in speech recognition�
Thus we have already found� for the SD case� that data com�
bination retrieval performance using the current ��K LVR
and PLS but with the SD monophones is only degraded by
�
 compared to text�

There is little other work with which direct compar�
isons can be made� Thus the research on word spot�
ting for categorisation mentioned earlier is not really perti�
nent� Sch�auble �Wechsler � Sch�auble� ���	��s recent work�
reported at the MIRO Workshop in September ���	� uses
more documents� but they are equal in length and much
shorter than ours� so the total amount of speech data is less
than ours� There are also fewer requests� This work has
explored various alternative methods of handling phone se�
quences� However� these tests and ours are so di�erent in
the data used� as well as the speech processing methods�
that a straightforward comparison is impossible�

�James� ���	� reports experiments using all his test col�
lection query terms as keywords along with a phone lattice�
His results� for a news data set somewhat smaller than ours�
show about the same relative performance for spoken doc�
ument retrieval against text transcriptions as ours� He has
also� like us� combined large vocabulary recognition with
phone spotting� giving much improved performance� How�
ever� though performance was similar to ours� James�s tests
relied �unlike ours on domain�dependent speech and lan�
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guage modelling� Spoken document retrieval in a video con�
text is also being developed by the Informedia project at
Carnegie Mellon University �Smith � Christel� ���	�� This
is using established speech recognition and retrieval engines�
much as we do� But with newscast data� for example� search�
ing may be leveraged from accompanying text captions� and
there is no reported formal performance evaluation yet�

The speci�c work reported in this paper needs to be fol�
lowed up in several ways�

It is essential to conduct retrieval tests on a larger scale�
and we have begun work on data capture and system devel�
opment for television newscast retrieval�

At the same time� the approaches we have described
must be developed to support a near real�time system� Even
though expensive recognition is done o!ine� issues of stor�
age and search e�ciency must be addressed to yield a prac�
tical system� This is necessary both for larger�scale exper�
iments and for operational use� Another problem to ad�
dress is the use of desktop microphones rather than cum�
bersome head�mounted ones� We have already carried out
work �Brown et al�� ����� on providing a suitable user inter�
face with browsing facilities�

Fortunately for those concerned with spoken document
retrieval� performance will continue to get better as the un�
derlying speech recognition technology is improved� More
sophisticated and e�cient decoders mean that larger vocab�
ularies may be used� which should reduce the OOV problem�
We are developing more appropriate language models and
vocabularies than those used for our experiments so far� us�
ing the British National Corpus �Burnard� ���	�� These will
be used for further experiments in using LVR for retrieval�
Improvements in speech recognition can only bene�t spoken
document retrieval�
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